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Book Notes 185
as a writer and peer mentor once she found a paying position at a
foster youth advocacy organization. She then became guardian to
her younger sister, saving her from her father's abuse as well, and
traveled back to her homeland to make television appearances
about sexual abuse.
The book provides vivid detail about these young people and
others, and is an excellent addition to the emerging literature on
this topic. Given the heterogeneity of pathways to adulthood in
this population, an understanding of individual lives and experi-
ences is valuable. Practitioners will appreciate the attention given
to the interventions that proved helpful in specific situations, and
policymakers will gain further insight into how policies differen-
tially affect each young person.
Sarah Taylor, University of California, Berkeley
Harvey Blatt, America's Environmental Report Card: Are we Making
the Grade. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004. $27.95 hardcover.
The terms associated with environmental degradation and
public safety such as global warming, toxic waste, air and wa-
ter pollution, drought, and chemical sensitivities are a part of
the lexicon in all modern societies. However, it is not clear that
these terms are properly understood by ordinary people. This
lack of understanding can lead to confusion about the seriousness
of environmental issues facing the United States and the rest of
the world. The book, America's Environmental Report Card: Are We
Making the Grade, offers understandable definitions and descrip-
tions of many of the major environmental issues. Using humor
and a conversational manner the author attempts to personalize
environmental issues, asking readers to examine the current state
of affairs and think about the things that can be done to reduce
environmental degradation.
The book consists of ten chapters covering a variety of envi-
ronmental issues. The first two chapters focus on issues related
to water. Chapter one examines how much fresh water exists in
the United States and how we use, and waste water. Chapter
two examines floods, revealing accounts of the way housing de-
velopments located in flood plains are subsidized by taxpayers.
Chapter three covers the accumulation and disposal of household
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waste. Chapter four discusses soil, crops, and food, including
an interesting discussion of genetically modified foods. Sources
and supplies of energy, including alternative sources of energy
such as wind and solar, are covered in chapter five. Chapter six
offers a very easily comprehended discussion of global warming.
Chapters seven and eight discuss air pollution and the ozone
layer. Nuclear energy and nuclear waste storage are the topics
in chapter nine. The book concludes with a summary of issues
addressed in the previous chapters includes suggestions on ways
to address some common environmental issues.
The conversational style and avoidance of detailed scientific
and technical data make America's Environmental Report Card a
good resource for general readers interested in increasing their
basic knowledge of the environment in the United States. The
reliance on polling data and the occasional failure to cite spe-
cific evidence for stated claims are limitations but do not detract
from the overall presentation or message of the book. The author
does, however, fail to discuss the links between ethnicity, socio-
economics, and the environment in any meaningful manner, and
this an oversight that does detract from the book's usefulness.
Nevertheless, this book will be of interest to anyone wishing to
gain a basic understanding of the concepts related to the envi-
ronment and how environmental resources are developed, used,
discarded, and stored in the United States.
Terry V. Shaw, University of California, Berkeley
Linda Trinh V6, Mobilizing an Asian American Community. Phila-
delphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2004. $68.50 hardcover,
$22.95 papercover.
In Mobilizing an Asian American Community, Linda Trinh V6
provides a timely and well-written analysis addressing one of
the most important issues facing community activists in working
with Asian American communities. Asian Americans are the
fastest growing ethnic minorities in the United States. They are
also the most diverse minority comprised of more than 30 ethnic
groups many of whom have historical, cultural, religious, and
language distinctions. If there is anything these groups share
in common before they migrated to the US, perhaps the only
